In their Correspondence, Stern et Stern et al. note three points of dis agreement with our definitions of reserve, maintenance and compensation. Regarding reserve, they disagreed with our suggestion to merge the terms 'brain reserve' and 'cognitive reserve' into a single 'neurocognitive reserve' term, a suggestion that we based on the widely accepted proposition that all cognition is brain based. Although explicitly agreeing with this proposition, Stern et al. emphasize the heuristic value of distinguishing between brain reserve to refer to aspects of brain structure (such as volume) and cognitive reserve to refer to variables moderating the effects of brain decline (which includes pathology) on cognitive performance (which includes clinical status). We believe that limiting brain reserve to structural brain measures is prob lematic because cognition and behaviour result from complex interactions of brain compensation. We assume that compensation shows important individual differences that cannot be subsumed under individual differences in reserve or maintenance. Thus, we propose that clarifying compensation mechanisms might provide insights into how to boost resilience by attenuating the adverse effects of normal and pathological ageing on behaviour.
In sum, our disagreements with Stern et al. primarily concern the proposal to abandon the distinction between brain reserve and cognitive reserve, and the proposition that compensation might contribute to resilience. We welcome the comments from Stern et al. and we look forward to feedback from researchers in our field that can help advance current models of cognitive ageing.
chemistry, structure and function, which may occur at various temporal and spatial scales. The term cognitive reserve is also problematic because proxies of cognitive reserve, such as education, need to result in robust and lasting brain changes to serve as a buffer against decline, albeit perhaps at levels of analysis and complexity not yet measurable by current methods. We are optimistic that scientific progress will unravel the cerebral manifes tations of what is currently called cognitive reserve. We therefore believe that the use of the single term neurocognitive reserve, or 'reserve' for short, is parsimonious and stresses the point that cognitive reserve invariably has a cerebral basis.
Regarding maintenance, Stern et al. criticize our use of the term 'maintenance' without the 'brain' qualifier. We agree with Stern et al. that the notion of maintenance refers to the brain and it was not our intention for this term to be understood in any other way. By maintenance we refer to domain general or function specific components of the brain whose maintenance helps to postpone and minimize cognitive decline 1 . Finally, regarding compensation, Stern et al. argue that compensation is not at the same level of abstraction as reserve and maintenance. We see all three phenomena, reserve, maintenance and compensation, as mediating some (but not all) of the effects of interacting genetic and environmental factors on cognitive ageing (see Figure 1a in ref.
1 ). In our view, reserve and maintenance set the stage for compensation but do not necessarily cause it, and minimum levels of reserve and maintenance can be seen as necessary (but not sufficient) conditions for C o r r e s p o n d e n C e Nature reviews | NeuroscieNce
